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On the Cover: The story of the Perfect Trailer,
story and photo by Dave & Debbie Hagen.

It’s All in a Name...What’s Yours? Meet
“Moby,” rescued and now happy. As his new
owner, Beth McCall, exclaims, right after arriving home, “After being backed up and moved
for the tenth time, my comment was, ‘This is
like moving a whale!’”

Tech Notes Got Power? Step DOWN to better
power. Using a 240 volt to 120 volt step-down
transformer to provide electricity to your trailer
can solve many power problems. Here’s what to
do when a standard outlet “ain’t” enough for the
heat of a summer day’s air-conditioning needs!

22

National Parks Enjoy Beautiful Sunsets
in the Bad Lands. Any well-planned trip
across the country should include at
least one sunsest at Badlands National
Park. Go for the history, the geology,
the beauty.

Looking for Region Reps.
The VAC is looking for a few good individuals to fill
Region Representative positions. The Reps are a vital
part of how the VAC maintains contact with its members.
Do you have great ideas for vintage rallies? Do you like working with
new members? A Region Rep is a liaison between WBCCI Units, the
Regions, and the VAC. You promote and encourage participation in
The Club. You are the local contact person for newcomers to get
information out about the VAC.
Would you like to be the next VAC Region Rep for your region?
Contact Kimber Moore at 3vp@vintageairstreamclub.com.
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2013 International Plan Ahead

June 25-26, 2013, De Smet, South Dakota

The VAC Rendezvous, the Pre-Rally to the International Rally.
Plans are underway for the VAC to circle the Airstreams in DeSmet, South Dakota, on the grounds of the Laura Ingalls
Wilder Homestead. Yes, this is the same Laura Ingalls who wrote the Little House on the Prairie and the Little House
book series. The Homestead has fUn fOR tHe WHOLe fAMiLY with tours of the grounds, where Laura was inspired
to write her books, covered wagon rides, an 1880’s school session, Ma’s Little House, ponies and horses, a Prairie Exhibit
and other pioneering activities, and a well-stocked gift shop. It is a beautiful prairie landscape, where the view hasn’t
changed much since Ingalls experienced it first hand.
This is a themed gathering. Our goal is to become the “Little Airstreams on the Prairie” for one evening. As part of
the festivities, we will be encouraging participants to dress in period costume for the day, evening, or how about just a
bonnet or western hat! We are also working on a special surprise in the evening for those attending.
This will be an overnight stop before we caravan to the International Rally grounds in Huron, South Dakota in the
grandest fashion we can present—a caravan of silver wagons heading to the Vintage Parking area.
Limited space will be available for the rendezvous and caravan, so save the dates and plan on making your
reservations early. A sign-up form will be posted, after the first of the year on the website. This should prove to be a
very fitting and enjoyable end to the Wagon Wheel Caravan, and hopefully a truly memorable and historic VAC
Rendezvous. Stay tuned to the website for more information, too. All attendees must be registered for the International
Rally—Go to wbcci.org for more information.
2013 Renewals

Is it Your T i m e t o R E N E W ?
NOW

RENEW

ONLINE!

VAC membership renewals are now due one year from either the
date that you signed up, or last renewed. if none of your information
has changed, simply send a check with your WBCCi number to:
Glen and teresa taylor, Membership Chairs
PO Box 7066, Loveland, CO 80537-7066
membership@vintageairstreamclub.com
if your information has changed please use the form
at the back of this newsletter or download the form from
vintageairstreamclub.com.
We look forward to seeing you around.

Carol Heckman passes out the good
cheer during Happy Hour in the VAC
tent at the Sedalia Int’l. Rally, 2012.

Past President’s Message

C O M M U N I T Y

FO R W A R D
I

n my last message as President, now I’m Past President, I
wrote mostly about the upcoming International, along with
getting the Globe Trotter ready to go. Both of those projects
are complete. International is a project when you are president. I’ll touch on both, highlight the past year, and mention
what the future holds for me.
There will be further coverage of International, so I will be
brief. The VAC had a large presence when you consider that
overall attendance was down about one hundred, but VAC attendance was the same as DuQuoin. The local newspaper featured three articles about the rally, and the last two focused
on the VAC. A German journalist spent three days with us,
and accompanied Rhonda and I into town for a photo shoot
as we left Sedalia. I think he did the same with Dallas and
Pamela. Vintage trailers draw a lot of attention.

At happy hour, I took the opportunity to thank
some special people. You likely know them, but don’t
realize the amount of work they do behind the scenes.
Lee Cantrell, past Membership Chairman, added his
personal touch and thoughtfulness in response to many
inquiries received. He made the VAC human. Tim
Kendizorski, Webmaster and 1st VP, represented our
club and it contribution by the countless hours he invested in the WBCCI website and its Electronic Communication Committee. Kimber Moore, Vintage
Advantage Editor and new 3rd VP, has done much of
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Jim Cooper

It’s a small world. A dozen of us toured the Eitzen mansion on
the way to Sedalia. The mansion is spectacular, the tour was
great, and the owners more than gracious. The more we
talked with Rich Green, the more commonalities fell in
place. Rich was once the brother-in-law of a couple
here in Colorado who are our close friends. We helped
build a cabin they jointly owned. We also renewed
acquaintance with many VAC friends at the rally, why
else would we attend?

A few of our Vintage Community members
at the Lone Star Rally in Texas.

vintageairstreamclub.com

We completed work on the Globe
Trotter, there is always more. It followed
us to Texas for the Lone Star rally, and
California for the Pismo Beach Vintage
rally. They were in different directions and
at different ends of the rally stick. Texas
was a dry camping hangout with VAC
friends, and Pismo was a display of 300
vintage trailers in a beautiful RV park.
Someone said, “Joining this club [VAC]
could change your life.”, and it has. By the
way, the Trade Wind with air conditioning
went to Sedalia where the temperature
reached 100 to 105 every day.

Jim Cooper

the graphic design on the new website,
and produced graphic handout for us. Finally, Rhonda Cooper, Newsletter Editor
and wife, has kept me organized. During
the past two Internationals she made the
personal contact with VAC members that
made them part of rally family. Many more
helped along the way, but I do need to
thank Paul Fancy for his years managing
the Concours. He is really good at it. He
made what could seem intimidating both
fun and inclusive.

The refrigerator vent scoop repair
project on the Globe Trotter is done!

Last year saw significant accomplishments. The Newsletter was started, and
will again be publish every other month beginning with July. The club Constitution and Bylaws were changed.
There should be no need to revisit either for many years, and the club now has the flexibility to address the
future with much less restriction. The first membership directory was issued online. We don't plan to print a
directory, but members can download one at any time. Finally, the 12x14 goal was launched. Simply stated, the
VAC should have a VAC rally in all twelve regions by 2014.
I should sigh with relief at not being President, and I did, but I learn slowly. There are several things that I
will remain involved in. I chair the Nominating Committee to find the next 3rd VP candidate. I will continue
the help Rhonda with the Newsletter, and Teresa Taylor, new Membership Chairperson, with the database.
More importantly, I will chair the 12x14 team, and we will start before you read this to define what a VAC rally
is and how the club can support them. Lastly, I was appointed Technical Adviser. We have not had one for
over a year. It is a role that I know can add value to your membership, and you will be hearing more from me
as I get up to speed.
In closing, I will quote Nisbet, “The quest for community will not be denied, for it springs from some of the
powerful needs of human nature—needs for a clear sense of cultural purpose, membership, status, and community.” When Rhonda and I joined the VAC, it was so that we could attend a VAC rally in Colorado. We expected to find trailer repair and restoration common interest, but were surprised at the people who came
along with the membership. Our best friends are now vintage airstreamers, and I am always awed by the enjoyment and value of the VAC community. It's why I invest in that community.

Jim

Perfect Renovation

The

T r aile r

Story and Photos by
Dave & Debbie Hagen

Perfect Renovation

About six years ago we stumbled on to the vintage trailer lifestyle, when we walked into
Dave’s sisters “canned ham,” and got the vintage trailer bug. We began our hunt for our
own tin can when our daughter Lindsey began forwarding us ads for vintage Airstreams.
While searching the Internet, finding out all we could about Airstreams (not knowing a
thing about them), we found websites about restored and remodeled trailers and were
amazed at what people were doing. We thought this was a great fit for our love of vintage
(daily driver is a 1965 Chevy Carryall) and our skills: Dave is retired sheet metal and now
builds custom cabinets and mantles, and Debbie also enjoys woodworking.

In June of 2006 we bought what we thought was “the perfect trailer,” a 1963
Airstream Safari 22'. This trailer was in basic “good health” structure and appliance
wise, but needed work on the interior finishes. The Safari had already undergone a
“remodel,” so it wasn’t in original condition when we bought it. We began what we
thought would be a short redo of the dinette. As most owners of vintage trailers will
tell you, one thing always leads to another, so what started out as a simple refinish of
everything existing lead to a complete redo of the interior. We kept the same layout,
front dinette, side gaucho, and rear bath. We put in new flooring, wrap-around dinette,
gaucho and all new cabinets. We felt that we had “the perfect trailer” and by August of
2006 we went camping!

vintageairstreamclub.com
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We loved this trailer, so easy to tow and fit into almost any campsite. What we didn’t
love so much as we began to spend several weeks at a time in the trailer was that darn
gaucho bed, always having to have make it up every night (taking two people to pull it
out). So began the list of what we would change if we could “begin from scratch.” No
matter how we drew up the plans, the 22-foot was not going to make it, so we began the
hunt for our next Airstream.
In September of 2010 we bought a 1965 Airstream Trade Wind 24'. This trailer was
not the “perfect” trailer! The only good thing about this trailer was the outer skin, and
an extra two feet that would give us the room for the layout that we wanted. The trailer
had sat unused for at least ten years, with two previous owners “going to fix it up.” Squirrels
had lived in it, and chewed through most of the trailer. It was one of those trailers that
you were almost afraid to walk into, thinking that you just might go through the floor.
This is the hardest step in buying a vintage trailer, being sure that you don’t get so
caught up in the excitement of finding an Airstream that you overlook the amount of
work and money involved. We are firm believers in that you can learn almost anything,
but you really need to know ahead of time how willing you are to work, when you need
outside help, and that it will always cost more than you planned. We carefully walked
through the inside measuring walls and windows, crawling under the trailer checking out
the frame for body separation. We began a list of what would need to be done and
compared that list to our skill level and willingness to “get dirty.” This was not going to
be a simple replacement of cabinets like our Safari, but was basically a start from scratch
job. Debbie had a pretty good idea of the expenses involved, having already researched
the cost of various levels of remodel, so it was up to Dave to decide if he was willing to do
most of the work.
The Trade Wind became our obsession for the next six months. We got it home
September 13, 2010 and had it gutted within the first few days (saving everything for
templates later). Dave worked on it almost full-time for the last three of those six
months, Debbie put in several hours each evening after she got home from work. We
went online almost every night researching what other Airstream owners had done.
We created a notebook full of “inspiration” photos, layout floor plan options, online
resources and pages and pages of trailer restorations. We also talked first hand with
Airstream friends on their own restoring experiences, touring through trailers and
taking pictures of things that we really liked. Everything has been done before, so you just
need to do a little homework to find out what you need to know to complete your
project. Don’t be afraid to ask others about their trailer, we haven’t met any vintage
trailer owner yet who isn’t willing to share their experience.
When taking on a remodel job of any kind expect the unexpected. We had first hoped
to replace the floor without removing the inside walls, but after doing our homework,
found out that wasn’t going to work, so off came the walls. I won’t say that Debbie wasn’t
a little panicked about this part, but it ended up being an opportunity to redo some
wiring, seam seal all of the interior seams and put in new insulation. Once everything is
torn apart you might as well do some unplanned improvements. By the end of October
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we had the frame repaired and painted, the new floor installed and began insulating and
rewiring. These are all messy job (almost as bad as polishing), so be prepared.
You also need to learn to be creative in how to solve a problem at times. The taillight
housing in a 1965 was plastic and can’t be found in your local RV store. Ours were
cracked and leaked like a sieve, so Dave used some auto body work skills, using fiberglass
and bondo to rebuild our existing housing in place.
Our layout called for moving the bed to across the back and moving the bath to the
mid street side. Debbie had drawn up the floor plan before we bought the 24', and then
refined it to the layout of that trailer, working around the existing window and wheel well
placement. We measured the frame spacing when we had the floor off for the placement
of a larger black water tank and a new gray water tank. We did a cardboard box mock up of
the floor plan to be sure our plan really worked. Certain things are a given (frame, windows, etc) and you have to work around those. Once we knew everything would fit the fun
part really began. By the end of December we had the new walls in place, and because we
only shifted the walls a few inches, we were able to use the old walls as templates.
January of 2011, had us working full-tilt on the Trade Wind. Dave was busy building
the framework for the rear bed, wrap around dinette and the cabinets. Debbie did the
plumbing using pex, ran the duck work for the furnace, and sewed curtains. In February
Debbie took a week off from her job to work full time on cushions and putting finish in
cabinets as Dave completed them. This way of tag-teaming works for us, and gives us both
a sense of ownership in the project. We get a chance to bounce ideas off of each other,
such as when it came to the shower. When we moved the bath to the mid position we lost
the traditional tub/shower of an Airstream. We looked at a couple of shower stall options,
then Deb asked if the floor couldn’t be like you build a canoe, wood with fiberglass over
it, thus came the result of a Tennessee cedar shower floor.
April 6, 2011 was the maiden voyage of our remodeled Trade Wind. We went to our
favorite state park, Fort Worden in Port Townsend. We could not believe the difference a
change in layout and those additional 18 inches made! Yes, when we measured the floor
of the Safari and the Trade Wind, there was only 18" difference! We feel that we now have
“the perfect trailer,” but we also realize that that definition may change, but we hope the
trailer won’t.
What have we learned through this process? Dare to dream big, but be willing to work
hard for it. Do your research and know your strength and weaknesses. Don’t get caught
up in the excitement of buying a vintage Airstream and take on more than you are willing
to do or spend. And, don’t by limited by what you know right now because there are so
many wonderful people out there willing to help you learn more.
Would we do it again? Well, remember that daughter that turned us on to Airstreams
in the first place? With three small kids they have outgrown their 1967 Aloha and are
looking for a Trade Wind for “the parents” to turn into a bunkhouse.
Additional photos of the complete restoration can be seen at
http://s1237.photobucket.com/albums/ff474/DDHgen/Trade Wind%20Rebuild/

vintageairstreamclub.com
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It’s All In A Name...What’s Yours?

Story and Photos by
Beth McCall

“This is like

m
i
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t was kismet. I cut through an alley to a garage

tenth time, my comment was, “This is like

sale and he was just lounging there in the

moving a whale!” Thus, our silver love had a

yard. I wasn’t looking for him, but he found me.

name—Moby!

A sad, faded “for sale” sign was stuck to a

We knew nothing about Airstreams.

dirty window. A phone call, negotiations,

We just knew that we had something that

and an agreement followed.

reminded us of our childhoods; happy

We brought him home on a wing and a

memories, carefree days and simpler times.

prayer and immediately realized how long

Retirement was coming in a few years and we

he really was...30 ft. Now, where are we

wanted to spend it seeing the country.

parking this silver beast? Some place where

A tour of Moby brought us back to reality.

it would be convenient to work on him.

The previous owners were not kind to our

Somewhere close to electricity.

baby. The refrigerator had “burnt up,” so they

After being backed up and moved for the

replaced it with an 110v apartment-sized one.

It’s All In A Name...What’s Yours?

a

w hale

.”

Of course, to make that change, they cut the

bathroom floor covered a myriad of sins and

cabinet and countertop in half where the

when the caulking around the edges was

refrigerator needed to be and since they

removed, I could see the ground below!

didn’t need the vent, that was cut out too. The

As the original curved glass windows had been

gaucho was gone and in its place was a gold

broken, they were replaced with plexi-glass

and brown plaid sleeper sofa which had seen

and they didn’t seal properly. The cook top

better days. Instead of cleaning the walls,

was rusted and unsafe, one vent fan banged

contact paper covered the dirt, but was now

against the housing and green and orange

peeling off. The plumbing that was visible

shag carpeting peeked out from beneath the

was a mixture of copper, PVC, black pipe, and

cabinets and bed. Most of the drapery

even garden hose held together by either

hardware was gone. There was a large hole in

electrical or duct tape. Moby had a new black

the ceiling above the doorway between the

tank installed, but no belly pan. A “new”

kitchen and bedroom. And that’s just what we
could see!

vintageairstreamclub.com
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It’s All In A Name...What’s Yours?

However, there were the good things, too.

was replaced, and marine plywood was in-

Being a 30-foot, 1967, Sovereign International,

stalled and covered over with vinyl flooring.

meant that it had the room we needed. We

A new bathtub wall was built and covered in

were also fortunate that the mahogany wood

new Formica®. Then we began the painstaking

had been left untouched, and just needed

job of putting all the pieces back together.

some Tung oil rubbed in. There were a lot of

Well, we had one piece left. We still don’t

closets and other storage areas. The bathroom

know where it goes, but things are staying

was the original lime green and turquoise

together and everything works, so I guess we

and could be salvaged for the most part, and

won’t worry about it.

the walls throughout were in pretty good
shape, just needed a really good cleaning.
Well, that was in 2004. Many of you have

Since we were missing the gauchos, we
had to come up with a seating solution. We
decided on chairs, since there was just the two

been there...up into the wee hours trying to

of us. But that also meant that we had to come

get this light to work, or get that leak fixed.

up with a way to conceal the water tank. Our

The UPS truck was a constant companion in

custom-woodworker son came to the rescue

our driveway, to the point that we knew the

by building a curved cabinet, to not only

driver by name, where he lived and how many

cover the water tank, but cover the pump in

kids he had. He knew that if we weren’t home,

one corner and give us additional storage in

he could open the east porch door and leave

the other corner. It is also built at a height to

the package there, but not to leave it on the

double as a console table for a lamp, books,

north porch or the neighbor’s dog would try to

and such.

drag it off. We have adapted new products to

One of the many things that hubby created

replace the old ones, fixed the old ones when

was a curved shower curtain rod for the

we couldn’t find a replacement, and com-

“garden tub.” Having a rear bath, means that

pletely reworked some systems to make them

we are dealing with a variety of curves to

safer and up to current codes. We ended up

overcome, in hanging anything. We happened

completely replacing the bathroom floor,

to be in a hotel in Illinois one spring, and hubby

and as many of you know, that involves taking

was taking an exceptionally long shower.

absolutely everything out of the bathroom.

I finally went to check on him and found him

We dismantled it carefully, and took lots of

studying the curved shower curtain rod in the

pictures so that we could reassemble it prop-

bathroom. His comment was “I bet I could

erly. Every part was cleaned and some re-

do something like this in Moby.” He figured it

painted with plastic paint. All of the plumbing

out. Curved rod and curved brackets. Wow!

vintageairstreamclub.com
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We have put lights inside the closets that don’t

Carlsbad, NM. Hubby wanted to get the truck

get much natural or artificial light. At first we

unhooked and be inside before it rained. The

installed battery operated ones that we just

chocks weren’t in place between the wheels

turn on and off, but last year hubby surprised

before it began to rain, so he figured he would

me with something else. I have a tall pantry

do it after the rain stopped. Not a good idea.

in the kitchen that is so deep that it is very

A super strong wind hit the trailer, knocked

difficult to see what’s on each shelf. Now I have

the jack off the stand, and the whole trailer

a “hard-wired” light that automatically comes

turned about 20 degrees. I was inside the

on when I open the door. I’m so excited.

trailer at the time, and I had a fairly wild ride,

We have truly had some interesting experiences in our whale. Our first rally with Moby

the truck jack to get everything right again.

was in the fall of 2007, and we still didn’t have

We were lucky there was no damage, but it

a stove or refrigerator—just a cooler and the

was definitely a learning experience.

stovetop—but boy was it great being in our

Each year we added, or repaired, more

“silver tent.” Then it started to rain. Oh, my

things. We thought everything was pretty much

gosh, it sounded like we were inside a popcorn

done, when this past fall during a caravan, both

popper. Not only was it noisy, but it was also

the air-conditioning, and the replacement

wet. I got up to close the windows and

vintage refrigerator, bit the dust. Well, both

stepped in a puddle of water. But now we love

were 45-years-old, so what would you

being in there during the rain, especially since

expect? This winter was fairly mild, so the day

we have the leaks fixed!

before Christmas, a semi pulled up next to

Our next rally in April 2008, found us with

the barn and delivered the air-conditioner.

the oven and refrigerator, but no furnace (we

Merry Christmas to us! The next week the

found it missing when we really looked

refrigerator arrived, and Happy New Year!

through Moby), and wouldn’t you know, it was

Then we were faced with a dilemma...the

a very cold spring. Hubby had been using a

closest-sized refrigerator we found was three

space heater while he was working inside prior

inches wider than the old one. Short of replacing

to us leaving, and didn’t take it out. Good

the entire new countertop (the Formica color

thing. That and several extra afghans got us

had been discontinued) and taking apart

through the nights. We found that Moby was

the cabinet above, the decision was made to

like a silver cocoon and was very cozy.

take out the working, but rarely used, original

Last summer, we had a storm come up
just as we were unhooking at an RV park in

14

but there was no damage and we just used
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turquoise Magic Chef® oven. How sad.
See “MOBY,” on page 16
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It’s All In A Name...What’s Yours?

Upcoming Events and Rallies
Save the Dates

February 13-18, 2013

“MOBY,” continued from page 14.

Florida State Rally, You’re Invited...
Sarasota County Fair Grounds, Sarasota, FL

A convection/microwave was put in its place,

Vic smith, director florida state Rally

and it just doesn’t seem the same.

www.floridastaterally.org

The next Florida State Rally is shaping up to be great. The
Vintage Airstream Club has been an integral part of the
rally for many years and next year will be no different. Vintage Airstreams will be parked just inside the entrance to
the fairgrounds. The VAC Open House will be on Saturday, February 16. Our star entertainment attraction is
Antsy McClain of the Trailer Park Troubadours on Sunday
night, the final night of the rally. We are looking forward to
a great time in Sarasota next year. Check out our website.

Since we were in the updating mode, a
change of interior seemed appropriate, since
it had been four years since we had originally
“completed” Moby. Different furnishings
and linens now grace the interior—the previous nautical theme being put aside. A whale,
or two, are still located in prominent places,
but flamingos—given as gifts from the grand-

Region 8

April 24-28, 2013
Region 8 Rally—“Let the Games Begin”
Kansas State Fairgrounds, Hutchinson, KS
Hosts: dottie & fred steurer

kids—are now starting to take over. Hubby
doesn’t like flamingos.
So, Hubby consoled himself by reviewing
the polishing procedures he learned at the

http://region8.wbcci.net/rally-schedule/

VAC Presentation, Vintage Parking, and Open House.
Get your thinking caps on because we will be playing
Jeopardy, Name-that-Tune and Wheel-of-Fortune.
Carnival games, and “Airstreamer’s Have Talent.” Area
attractions include: Kansas Cosmosphere; Kansas
Underground Salt Museum; Reno Country Museum; Yoder
Amish Community; and the Dillon Nature Center. Other
activities include: Food; Seminars; Tours; Flea Market;
Entertainment; Door Prizes; Ice Cream, and good times.

Vintage Restoration Rally, in Albuquerque,
last year, and the UPS man started showing up
on a regular basis again with mysterious
boxes. The electric bill has been higher
recently... Does a polisher really use that
much power?
During our trip to the lake last weekend,
we found our original spiral notebook from

Region 9

2004, in which we wrote down every repair

October 3-6, 2013
Texas Vintage Rally—“Come and Take It”

that was needed to made to make Moby

J.B. Wells Park, Gonzales, TX

complete. Several items were not marked off,

fred and Judy Hazen

but as we went through the list, we were able

http://www.thlu.org/index.html

to cross through a few more. But, there were

Seminars and vintage how-to’s. More information to come.

actually a couple left.
So, I guess we aren’t done...but then,
are we ever? 0

CALENDAR continued on Back Cover

Story and Photos by
Tim Kendziorski

Technical Notes

A step

DOWN
to better power

...

W

We traveled to Wisconsin to spend the 4th of July with my brother's
family this year, after attending the International Rally in Sedalia,
Missouri. Heading to Wisconsin right after the International has been a
tradition for us for the last three years. My brother and his wife manage
an apartment complex and of course are residents. My brother does most
of the maintenance there and is very resourceful when it comes to
solving problems. So, when we planned to show up with a sick and
elderly cat in tow, we told him that air-conditioning was a must
for us. We knew the weather was going to be hot and muggy.
He told us not to worry, he would be able to get us
plugged-in to good power.

First, a little lesson in voltage and current. As
someone who works in the power industry, I know
all too well that for air-conditioners and other
motor-type loads that run on AC power,
when the voltage supplied drops,
the current goes up, the motors will
actually draw more current to try to do
the same work load. This one fact governs
how ALL power companies manage summer
loads with the multitudes of air conditioners
that the public depends upon.
▲

Burnt, “hot” lead, on a 30 to 15 amp adapter.

vintageairstreamclub.com
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Bless my brother's heart, he tried and tried to give
us good power. He rearranged how stuff was plugged
in the house just to try to get us a dedicated circuit.
No matter what we did, circuit breakers would trip
trying to carry the load. Our problem was that we were
pulling cords from 15 amp outlets to try to run the
AC. The combination of already low household voltage and trying to push what we could through any extension cord meant we were just doing it wrong. The
voltage would drop so low running the AC that the
current draw would go up beyond the rating of the
circuit breaker and it would trip. We did what we
could to keep the voltage strong, even going out and
buying a heavier gauge extension cord. At one point,
the plugging and unplugging got so out of hand that
his daughter couldn't run more than one small lamp
in her room just to keep our AC running - she was
not happy about that! My Sister-in-law never said a
word about how her TV would suddenly stop working
in the middle of her favorite show, but I just knew.
Even she was not too happy with the situation.
We really needed a better solution to give us the
power we needed. The answer came in a rush of inspiration before we left. Within a few minutes I had the
bulk of the solution planned in my head. We would
use a step down transformer to take a strong 240 volt
source and step it down to 120 volts right at the trailer
where it was needed. This should eliminate just about
all of the problems we were having.

▲

Nameplate data.

▲▲

Top photo: 5
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KVA Transformer.
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I should mention that a transformer at the trailer
would have added benefits at home as well. During the
winter months, we run a heater inside the trailer until
I have the time to do a proper winterization after our
last trip in November. However, in doing that, I find
that the 30 amp to 15 amp adapters I am running tend
to heat up on the hot prong which slowly burns them
and my extension cords up. This has been a persistent
problem over the years and I have replaced many 30
amp to 15 amp adapters.

vintageairstreamclub.com

Technical Notes

I searched on eBay for just the perfect transformer to fill the job. I chose a 5KVA (kilo volt-amp)
transformer that would step down 240 volts to 120
volts. A KVA is a rating that very loosely translated
here means 1000 watts of current handling capacity.
Of course, the definition is much more involved than
this. This transformer has 2 primary and 2 secondary
windings. When not running our trailer, it will pull
double duty as a step up transformer for my 100 million candlepower military surplus tank searchlight but
I diverge.

▼

Transformer (showing underside) wired up
and ready for service.

▼▼

Bottom photo: Transformer

hooked up under

the trailer.

This transformer was used and arrived prewired as
a 480 to 120 step down transformer. In this configuration, primary winding #1 (H1 to H2) was connected
in series with the second primary winding (H3 to
H4). I had to switch the connections to put the primary windings in parallel so that H1 and H3 were
connected together and to one hot lead from the 240
volts. The other ends of those windings, H2 & H4,
were connected together and fed the other 240 volt
lead. The two primary windings will be operating together in parallel. I attached a standard 240 volt plug
with 2 horizontal blades to match the outlet in my
garage.
The secondary side was already prewired in parallel so that X1 and X3 were together and X2 & X4 were
together. All I needed to do was hook up a 30 amp
outlet to plug my trailer in and I would be in business. With the transformer all wired up, I carried the
70 pound bulk over to my trailer.
The actual transformer is embedded in a mixture
of what is best described as an mix of epoxy and fine
gravel. This is done to secure the transformer within
the case and to help transfer heat away from the core.
So the combination is heavy for the overall size. This
particular transformer is not designed for outdoor
use, but, being reckless and a professional in my field,
I choose to completely ignore this fact and run it outside with minimal protection. One advantage to this

vintageairstreamclub.com
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setup is that because of the physical isolation between
the primary and secondary windings, the power to the
trailer is isolated with respect to ground so that a direct short to the chassis of the trailer would not present a shock hazard if someone were to come between
the trailer and ground. This setup renders GFCI outlets inoperable because there is no physical ground
path to return to. The only way you can get a shock is
to come between the hot and neutral. We have all
heard stories of people getting buzzed when just
touching the trailer when it is plugged in. This is virtually impossible with this transformer.
As a test, I plugged the trailer into the transformer and plugged the transformer into my 240 volt
outlet. Even though I have completely winterized the
trailer, I plugged in an electric heater and turned it
on high. With temperatures outside in the low 30's I
ran the heater for several hours. The transformer did
not warm up much at all, in fact I could not feel a rise
in the case temperature with my hand. Summer conditions will probably be different.
Voltage supplied to the transformer from the
240 volt outlet was 236 volts. This gave an expected
secondary voltage of 118 with almost no load on the
transformer. With the transformer loaded with the
1500 watt heater, the voltage got down to 112.9 and
with the heater fully warmed up, 113.8 which is far
better then plugging into an 120 volt outlet.
On an unusually warm fall day, a six-hour test run
of the AC unit showed a loaded secondary voltage of
118.4 volts and the transformer did not warm up at
all. This is a very good result.

▲

230 Volts supply to transformer through
100 foot 10 gauge extension cord.

▲▲

Top photo: Voltage

20

output from the transformer with no appreciable load applied.

Vintage Advantage

All in all, this transformer should easily supply
the voltage and current we will need for our
return trip to my brother's place that is if we get
invited back. I

vintageairstreamclub.com
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Airstreamers always find ways to
make their own fun, and always make
do when things don’t go quite right.
Don’t hesitate to host a rally out of
concern that participants may not be
having fun, or because you don’t think
enough trailers will attend. You and
one other participant/trailer is
enough! Really!
All “repetitive” VAC rallies grew
after small beginnings, like Rocky
Mountain VAC. The VAC can help
PROMOTE your rally, in the this
magazine, in the newsletter, and by
sending email invites to members in
the local region.
As you can see from the photos at
left, there are lots of simple concepts,
that can be used to get VACers
excited about getting together, that
require minimal planning.

How about celebrating a state, a
historical time or a landmark?

uring the
e-dye party d ight?
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b
a
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0s party tha
day and a 6

How about a costume contest?

You are the host, pick the time.
It won’t be perfect, but it is good to
avoid conflict with other VAC or
WBCCI activities in the area. Location
attracts people. It either has its own
attraction, or it is close to an event or
activity of interest to VAC members.
Very broad interest like the state fair,
or narrow interest like the vintage
lawn mower museum will work. The
one important thing is to facilitate
camaraderie and bring people together.
GO FOR IT! Contact your Region
Rep. For a list, see page 22.

Any well-planned trip across the country should include
at least one sunsest at Badlands National Park.
Badlands National Park encompases
244,000 acres of protected mixed-grass
prairie, one of the largest in the United
States. The park is home to many
species of wildlife including bighorn
sheep, bison, the swift fox and the endangered black-footed ferret. Antelope
and deer are commonly seen roaming
near roadways and picnic areasg, and
more than 64,000 acres of the park are
designated as wilderness.

The Badlands also has some of
the fastest eroding landscapes on earth,
where fragile layers are eroding on
average one inch per year. During the
Age of Dinosaurs, a warm, shallow sea
covered the Great Plains, including what
is now Badlands. Giant marine lizards,
called mosasaurs, swam in the ancient
sea, along with sea turtles and fish. The
Badlands contain the world’s richest deposits of fossils from the Oligocene

epoch. Ongoing rains, and periods of
freeze and thaw have revealed millions
of years of sediment that paint a colorful
landscape on the prairies of southwestern South Dakota, where paleontologists
have uncovered the remains of ancient
three-toed horses, tiny deer-like creatures, turtles, a saber-toothed cat and
other prehistoric animals.
When the Lakota first encountered
the striking moon-like landscape, they

VAC ReGiOnAL RePResentAtiVes: Region Representatives should be your first contact for VAC information in your area.
Region 1:

ME/NH/VT/MA/RI/CT/NB/NS/NF/PEI/PQ
Gary Campbell (#3363)
vacregion1@vintageairstreamclub.com
16 Pepperrell Rd., Kittery Point, ME 03905
207-318-9218
Region 2: NY/NJ/PA/MD/DE/DC/ON
Bob Novak (#11411)
vacregion2@vintageairstreamclub.com
1550 Sunrise Hwy., Copiague, NY 11726
Region 3: VA/NC/SC/GA/FL (no CT Zone)
George D. James III (#5324)
vacregion3@vintageairstreamclub.com
348 Iotla St., Franklin, NC 28734
828-524-8081
Region 4: MI /OH/ WV
Ken Faber (#3113)
vacregion4@vintageairstreamclub.com
2550 Oaklane, SW, Wyoming, MI 49519
616-534-8282
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Region 5: I L/I N/ KY
Dwight Dixon (#4122)
vacregion5@vintageairstreamclub.com
5009 Lake Dawnwood Dr., Johnsburg, IL 60051
815-344-1375

Region 9: O K/T X ( no MT Zone)
Pat McDowell (#1777)
vacregion9@vintageairstreamclub.com
PO Box 1323, Wimberley, TX 78676

Region 6:

TN/AL/MS/AR/LA/FL (CT Zone yes)
Herb Spies (#1861)
vacregion6@vintageairstreamclub.com
P.O. Box 844, Shalimar, FL 32579

M T/ ID /W A/ O R/ AK/B C/ A B/S K/ YK
Iain Cameron (#5418)
vacregion10@vintageairstreamclub.com
2805 Gospel Rd., Kelowna BC V1Y 3K1, Canada
250-862-2670

Region 7:

Region 11: W Y/C O /U T/ AZ /N M /T X –

W I/M N/ND/ S D/ M B
Curt Gunderson (#31920)
vacregion7@vintageairstreamclub.com
88816 Wild Oak Loop, Kerrick, MN 55756

(MT Zone portion) /M E XI CO
Ken Johanson (#5358)
vacregion11@vintageairstreamclub.com
PO Box 1554, Tijeras, NM 87059

Region 8:

Region 12: CA /N V
Jim Polk (#2705)
vacregion12@vintageairstreamclub.com
802 El Toro Rd., Ojai, CA 93023

I A/MO /NE/K S
Scott Allen (#3534)
vacregion8@vintageairstreamclub.com
2802 38th St., Des Moines, IA 50310

Vintage Advantage

Region 10:

vintageairstreamclub.com

NPS photo by Shaina Niehans

Story by Tim Kendziorski

National Parks

aptly called the area “Mako Sica” or
“bad land.” Early French trappers also
described the area as “bad land” after
experiencing difficulties traveling over
the rugged terrain. Approximately half
of the Badlands National Park lies
within the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, and contains several sites that are
considered sacred to the Oglala Lakota.
The National Park Service and the tribe
work closely together to co-manage
and protect this part of the park.
South Unit, the land south of Highway 44, is mostly undeveloped and was

used during World War II by the U.S.
Military as an aerial bombing range.
Visitors can explore the Cold War Minuteman Missile National Historic Site
located nearby.
Visitors to Badlands National Park
can explore this natural wonder on foot
or by car as they travel the scenic loop
or roam the many trails.
There are two designated campgrounds available at the park: Cedar
Pass Campground and Sage Creek
Primitive Campground. Both are operated on a first-come first-served basis,

and rarely fill to capacity. Cedar Pass
Campground has 96 level sites with
scenic views of the Badlands formations. Some campsites have electrical
hook-ups. A dump station is available
for a small fee. Cold running water,
flush toilets, and covered picnic tables
are also available. Enjoy the sunset.

E

Resources:
Badlands National Park,
South Dakota
http://www.nps.gov/

Timothy Kendziorski

badl/index.htm

VAC APPOinted POsitiOns:
Glen and teresa taylor in Oregon (#4241)
Membership Chair
membership@vintageairstreamclub.com
PO Box 7066, Loveland, CO 80537-7066
Joyce Cantrell (#4241)
Assistant Membership Recruiting
membership@vintageairstreamclub.com
PO Box 7066, Loveland, CO 80537-7066
Rachel Hughey (#10212) new Member fulﬁllment
rhughey43@kc.rr.com; 412 W. Insley Ave.
Bonner Springs, KS 66012
Joe Peplinski (#5533) Historian
historian@vintageairstreamclub.com
2355 Norton Rd., Rochester Hills, MI 48307

Bob novak (#11411) VAC Parliamentarian
parliamentarian@vintageairstreamclub.com;
1550 Sunrise Hwy., Copiague, NY 11726

Bill Kerfoot (#5223) Quartermaster
wkerfoot@socal.rr.com
1773 Greengrove, Orange, CA 92865

Concours d’elegance Chair Position available

daisy Welch (#6517) Offline Postmaster
jtdjtd@tiac.net; 3213 W. Main St. #117,
Rapid City, SD 57702

Rhonda Cooper (#3053) Newsletter editor
newsletter@vintageairsteamclub.com
6200 Choke Cherry Dr., Loveland, CO 80537
Kimber Moore (#11281) Vintage Advantage editor
vaeditor@vintageairsteamclub.com
21640 Sazarac Rd., VC Highlands, NV 89521
Bob Wotawa (#6472) VAC Librarian
librarian@vintageairstreamclub.com.
634 Mildred Ave., Webster Groves, MO 63119
tim Kendziorski (#17330) Webmaster
webmaster@vintageairstreamclub.com
21640 Sazarac Rd., VC Highlands, NV 89521

Bob Herman (#8556)
Blue Beret Article Coordinator
bbeditor@vintageairstreamclub.com
29129 Johnston Rd. #13-10, Dade City, FL 33523
Jim Cooper (#3053) technical Advisor
techadvisor@vintageairstreamclub.com
6200 Choke Cherry Dr., Loveland, CO 80537

VAC Logo Wear
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vintageairstreamclub.com

NEED SOMETHING?
HOW ABOUT A
PATCH, FLAG OR T-SHIRT?

The Vintage Airstream Club now has Baseball caps for $22, Adult t-shirts starting at $20, children’s t-shirts for $12 and Adult fleece
vests starting at $45. We also have flags: large ones (3x5) are $60 and a pennant (2x3) is $25. And of course, our VAC decals are here—
first one free to members—additional ones are $2. Note: all colors are not available in all sizes. Please contact Bill first for available colors.
Baseball Cap - Price: $20 (Colors available: Putty, Navy and Light Blue); Size: One size fits most
Color:
Quantity:
@ $22
Adult T-shirt - Prices $20, ($22) XXL, ($23) XXXL (Colors: Light Gray and Light Blue); Sizes: L, XL, XXL, XXXL
Color:
Size:
Quantity:
@ $20
Children’s T-shirt - Price $12 (Colors available: Pink, Navy and Light Blue); Sizes: S, M, L and XL
Color:
Size:
Quantity:
Fleece Vest - Price $45, ($47) XXL, ($49) XXXL (Colors: Pink (women’s) and Light Blue);

@ $12

Sizes: L, XL, XXL (men’s & women’s) and XXXL (men’s only)

Color:
Large VAC Flag (3x5) - Price $70
Pennant VAC Flag (2x3) - Price $25

Size:

VAC Official Decal - Price $2 each including postage
VAC Official Patch - Price $4 each including postage

Quantity:
@ $45
Quantity:
@ $70
Quantity:
@ $25
Sub-Total:
$
Shipping – Priority Mail
$ 4.95
Quantity:
@ $2
Quantity:
@ $4
Total enclosed:
$

wakerfoot@gmail.com
Make checks payable
to the
Vintage Airstream Club.

WBCCI#

Ordered by:
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If you wish to
purchase any of
these items, please
use this order form
and send it to:
Bill Kerfoot
VAC Quartermaster
1773 Greengrove Orange, CA 92865
or E-mail him at

Vintage Advantage
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Photos: Kimber Moore

VAC LOGO-wear for members.
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VAC Membership

Join the VAC and

get yours today!
MeMBeRsHiP

APPLiCAtiOn

The Vintage Airstream Club (VAC) is an Intra-Club of the Wally Byam Caravan Club International (WBCCI).
First join the WBCCI, then join the VAC. After receiving your WBCCI Membership Numbers, “Big Red Numbers”
fill out the form below and send it to the address below, or sign up online at vintageairstreamclub.com:

The Vintage class is awarded to any Airstream trailer or motorhome that is 25-years-old or older.
Date:

WBCCI No.:

Region No.:

Unit No. or Name:

● / Renew: ●
or Member at Large: ●
New:

Name:
Mailing Address:
City:

State:

Phone:

Zip Code:

Country:

E-mail:

VintAGe tRAiLeR infORMAtiOn:

Year:

Length in feet (bumper to ball):

Model:

Serial Number:

Make Checks Payable to the “Vintage Airstream Club.” Send this application along with your dues payment
of $20.00 (US) to: VAC Memberships: Glen and Teresa Taylor, PO Box 7066, Loveland, CO 80537-7066.
E-mail: membership@vintageairstreamclub.com. Or, renew online at vintageairstreamclub.com.

PRESORTED
FIR ST CL ASS
US POS TA G E

PAID

R ENO, NV
PER MIT #379

V I N T A G E
advantage
21640 Sazarac Rd.
V C Highlands, NV
89521

Forwarding Service
Requested

To encourage clubs and rallies that provide an endless source of friendships,
travel fun and personal expressions. — Wally Byam

Visit the new

Visit the new

FACEBOOK account for the VAC.

TWITTER account for the VAC.

See it at http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/

See it at http://twitter.com/The_VAC

group.php?gid=138019799553295

Upcoming Events and Rallies
Save the Dates

VAC Rendezvous at the International Rally

June 25–26, 2013
“Little Airstreams on the Prairie”

The Ingalls Homestead is located on the prairie, and is
a stunning landscape for our trailers to park. The grounds
have been preserved to represent life during the 1880s,
when Ingalls experienced it first-hand.
As part of the festivities, we will be encouraging
participants to dress in period costume (the gift shop has
bonnets, aprons and hats for the kids). We are working on
a super special surprise for the evening, for those attending.
Join us for Covered Wagon Rides, 1880s School Session,
tour Ma’s Little House, see Ponies and Horses. See the
Prairie Exhibit, walking trails, a cemetary, and enjoy other
Pioneering Activities, and a beautiful gift shop.

Laura Inglalls Wilder Homestead, DeSmet, SD
Contact: Tim Kendziorski. E-mail: 1vp@vintageairstreamclub.com

See more here:

FOR FAMILY ADVENTURE The VAC will be going to
the prairie for the 2013 Vintage Rendezvous. We will be
circling the trailers directly on the prairie at the Ingalls
Homestead, just outside the historic town of DeSmet, SD.
This is the land that inspired Laura Ingalls to write her
books, “Little House on the Prairie,” and other “Little
House” books, and more!

www.ingallshomestead.com
www.ingallshomestead.com/shop
www.travelsd.com/Attractions/Laura-Ingalls-Wilder
www.desmetsd.com/DeSmet/Visitors/Laura-Ingalls-Wilder
http://desmetpageant.org

